We prove that for a noetherian semilocal ring R with exactly k isomorphism classes of simple right modules the monoid V Ã ðRÞ of isomorphism classes of countably generated projective right (left) modules, viewed as a submonoid of V Ã À R=JðRÞ Á , is isomorphic to the monoid of solutions in ðN 0 W fygÞ k of a system consisting of congruences and diophantine linear equations. The converse also holds, that is, if M is a submonoid of ðN 0 W fygÞ k containing an order unit ðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ of N k 0 which is the set of solutions of a system of congruences and linear diophantine equations then it can be realized as V Ã ðRÞ for a noetherian semilocal ring such that R=JðRÞ G M n 1 ðD 1 Þ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðD k Þ for suitable division rings D 1 ; . . . ; D k .
Introduction
A theorem of Kaplansky states that, for any ring R, a projective right R-module is a direct sum of countably generated projective right R-modules. This reduces the study of direct summands of R ðI Þ , where I denotes an arbitrary set, to the study of direct sum decomposition of R ð@ 0 Þ or, equivalently, to the study of countably generated projective right R-modules.
The commutative monoid V ðRÞ of isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective right R-modules, with the addition induced by the direct sum of modules, encodes the direct sum behavior of finite direct sums of finitely generated projective right R-modules. Similarly, the monoid V Ã ðRÞ of isomorphism classes of countably generated projective right R-modules, with the addition induced by the direct sum of modules, encodes the direct-sum behavior of countably generated projective modules. In this paper we characterize the monoids that can be realized as V Ã ðRÞ for R a noetherian semilocal ring.
It is well known that finitely generated projective modules are isomorphic if and only if they are isomorphic modulo the Jacobson radical. Recently, Příhoda in [20] proved that the same holds true for arbitrary projective modules. Hence, if R is a ring with Jacobson radical JðRÞ, we can see not only V ðRÞ as a submonoid of V À R=JðRÞ Á but also V Ã ðRÞ is a submonoid of V Ã À R=JðRÞ Á . This is an essential tool in this paper.
A ring R is said to be semilocal if it is semisimple artinian modulo its Jacobson radical JðRÞ. To fix notation, we assume that R=JðRÞ G M n 1 ðD 1 Þ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðD k Þ where D 1 ; . . . ; D k are division rings uniquely determined up to isomorphism. The monoids V ðRÞ and V Ã ðRÞ can be viewed as submonoids of
respectively; the class of R corresponds to the element ðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ A N k 0 . The submonoids of N k 0 containing ðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ that can be realized as V ðRÞ for a semilocal ring R were characterized in [8] as the set of solutions in N k 0 of systems of diophantine equations of the form
where the coe‰cients of the matrices D, E 1 and E 2 as well as m 1 ; . . . ; m n are elements of N 0 . Such submonoids of N k 0 are called full a‰ne submonoids (cf. Definition 1.5 and Proposition 6.2). This terminology was introduced by Hochster in [17] , however full a‰ne monoids appear in di¤erent contexts with di¤erent names. In the setting of commutative noetherian rings they are also called positive normal monoids, see [1] . Such monoids also appear in generalizations of the multiplicative ideal theory where they are called finitely generated Krull monoids see, for example, [5] .
In this paper we show that the submonoids of ðN Ã 0 Þ k that can be realized as V Ã ðRÞ for a noetherian semilocal ring R are precisely the sets of solutions in ðN Ã 0 Þ k of systems of type ð1Þ. We refer the reader to Theorem 2.6 for the precise statement. Most of the paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 2.6 which has, essentially, two quite di¤erent parts. A more ring theoretical one, in which we provide the necessary tools to construct noetherian semilocal rings with prescribed monoid V Ã ðRÞ. Our key idea is to use a well known theorem due to Milnor to determine a context in which the category of right projective modules over a pullback of rings is equivalent to the pullback of the categories of projective modules. Surprisingly enough, just considering suitable pullbacks of semilocal principal ideal domains (or just noetherian semilocal rings such that all projective modules are free) and semisimple artinian rings a rich supply of noetherian semilocal rings R with non-trivial V Ã ðRÞ is obtained.
The second part of the paper (and of the proof of Theorem 2.6) deals with submonoids of ðN Ã 0 Þ k . Our starting point are the results in [21] where it was proven that, for a noetherian semilocal ring, V Ã ðRÞ is built up from a finite collection of full a‰ne submonoids of N r 1 0 ; . . . ; N r m 0 , respectively, where r i e k, chosen in a compatible way. These monoids are placed in the finite supports of the elements of V Ã ðRÞ or, better saying, in the complementary of the infinite supports of the elements of V Ã ðRÞ, see Definition 1.2 for the unexplained terminology. In the paper, we make an abstraction of this type of monoid by introducing the concept of ( full a‰ne) system of supports in Definition 7.1, then V Ã ðRÞ, viewed as a submonoid of ðN Ã 0 Þ k , is given by a full a‰ne system of supports. Our main result in this part of the paper shows that the monoids given by a full a‰ne system of supports are precisely the solutions in ðN Ã 0 Þ k of systems of the form ð1Þ. We stress the fact that though the description of these submonoids of ðN Ã 0 Þ k as sets of solutions of a system of equations is very elegant, and it extends nicely the characterization for the case of finitely generated projective modules, the one given by the systems of supports seems to give a better idea of the complexity of the monoids we are working with.
Going back to the module theoretic point of view, the contrast with the commutative situation is quite striking as all projective modules over a commutative semilocal indecomposable ring are free [16] . On the other hand, the noetherian situation is simpler than the general one. In the noetherian case it follows from [21] that the monoids that can appear are always finitely generated and that V Ã ð R RÞ G V Ã ðR R Þ. We do not know whether, for a general semilocal ring, V Ã ðR R Þ is still finitely generated, and in [14] we construct a semilocal ring R such that all projective left R-modules are free while R has a nonzero (infinitely generated) right projective module that is not a generator, and it is not a direct sum of finitely generated projective modules. This shows that the monoid V Ã ðR R Þ, in general, is not isomorphic to V Ã ð R RÞ.
Our interest on semilocal rings stems from the fact that many classes of small modules have a semilocal endomorphism ring. For example, artinian modules or, more generally, modules with finite Goldie and dual Goldie dimension [15] , finitely presented modules over a local ring or, more generally, finitely presented modules over a semilocal ring are classes of modules with a semilocal endomorphism ring [12] . We refer to the monograph [7] as a source to read about, the good and the not so good, properties of modules with a semilocal endomorphism ring.
A description of the projective modules over the endomorphism ring is a first step towards understanding (part of) the category AddðMÞ of direct summands of any direct sum of copies of a module M. Wiegand in [23] proved that all monoids of solutions in N k 0 of systems of the form ð1Þ can be realized as V ðRÞ when R is the endomorphism ring of a finitely presented module over a noetherian semilocal ring, or the endomorphism ring of an artinian module. Yakovlev [26] , [27] proved the same kind of result for semilocal endomorphism rings of certain classes of torsion free abelian groups of finite rank. For further information, see the survey paper [24] . Our results give a new twist to the situation, as they indicate that when considering countable direct sums of such modules a rich supply of new direct summands might appear.
Let us mention a connection between projective modules over noetherian semilocal rings and integral representation theory. In [3] the so called generalized lattices were investigated. For a Dedekind domain D with a quotient field K, we consider an order R in a separable K-algebra. An R-module M is said to be a generalized R-lattice provided it is projective as a D-module. If M is also finitely generated, M is a lattice over R. R is said to be of finite lattice type if there exist only finitely many indecomposable lattices up to isomorphism. Suppose that R is of finite lattice type and let A be the direct sum of a representative set of isomorphism classes of indecomposable lattices. By [3] , the category of gener-alized lattices over R and the category of projective modules over End R ðAÞ are equivalent. For any maximal ideal M of D let R ðMÞ be the localization of R in DnM and let R ð0Þ be the localization of R in Dnf0g. Then monoid homomorphisms
give approximations of generalized lattices over R by projective modules over the noetherian semilocal rings End R ðMÞ ðA n R R ðMÞ Þ and an artinian ring End R ð0Þ ðA n R R ð0Þ Þ. For further results on generalized lattices see [22] .
The paper is structured as follows, in §1 we introduce the basic language used throughout the paper. We describe the monoids of projective modules, specializing to a semisimple artinian ring, we recall the results needed to understand the relation between these monoids when considered over R and over R=JðRÞ emphasizing on the particular case of semilocal rings. In §2 we specialize to the noetherian case; we recall the results from [21] essential for our investigation and we state our main Theorem 2.6. Sections 3, 4 and 5 deal with the realization part of the proof of Theorem 2.6; §3 shows how to construct principal ideal domains with prescribed semisimple factor modulo the Jacobson radical, in §4 we provide all the results we need on ring pullbacks in order to be able to realize the monoids we want as V Ã ðRÞ of semilocal noetherian algebras in §5.
In Section 6 we turn towards monoids. We recall some basics on full a‰ne monoids, and we prove the auxiliary results that will allow us to conclude the proof of Theorem 2.6 in §7.
The potential of pullback constructions in order to give semilocal rings with prescribed semigroup of countably generated projective modules goes beyond the noetherian situation. In [14] we further investigate this direction.
All rings have 1, ring morphisms and modules are unital. We shall usually consider right modules.
Our convention is N ¼ f1; 2; . . .g, and we denote the nonnegative integers by N 0 ¼ f0; 1; 2; . . .g.
Another basic object in this paper is the monoid ðN Ã 0 ; þ; 0Þ whose underlying set is N 0 W fyg, the operation þ is the extension of addition of non-negative integers by the rule y þ x ¼ x þ y ¼ y. Sometimes we will be also interested in extending the product of N 0 to N Ã 0 by setting y Á 0 ¼ 0 and y Á n ¼ y for any n A N Ã 0 nf0g:
For any right R-module M the trace of M in R is the two sided ideal of R
If X L M then we denote the right annihilator of X by
If N is a left R-module and Y L N then we denote the left annihilator of Y by
We thank Pere Ara for very helpful comments on a preliminary version of the paper that lead us to the actual version of Theorem 4.8.
We also thank the referee for his/her encouraging comments, for the careful reading of the paper, and for suggesting us to write [14] .
Monoids of projective modules
Definition 1.1. Let ðM; þ; 0Þ be a commutative additive monoid. An element x A M is said to be an order unit or an archimedean element of M if for any y A M there exists n A N and z A M such that nx ¼ y þ z.
The relation x e y if and only if there exists z A M such that x þ z ¼ y is a preorder on M that is called the algebraic order or, more properly, the algebraic preorder.
For example, any x A N Ã 0 satisfies that x e y. If k f 1 the algebraic preorder of N k 0 and in ðN Ã 0 Þ k is the component-wise order and it is a partial order.
Note that if M is a monoid preordered with the algebraic preorder then all the elements must be positive, that is, bigger or equal than zero.
Let R be a ring. We denote by V ðRÞ the monoid of isomorphism classes of finitely generated projective right R-modules with the operation induced by the direct sum. That is, if P 1 and P 2 are finitely generated projective right R-modules then hP 1 i þ hP 2 i ¼ hP 1 l P 2 i. The monoid V ðRÞ is commutative, reduced and it has an order unit hRi. We usually think on V ðRÞ as a monoid preordered by the algebraic preorder.
Similarly, we define V Ã ðRÞ to be the monoid of isomorphism classes of countably generated projective right R-modules with the sum induced by the direct sum. Clearly V ðRÞ is a preordered submonoid of the preordered monoid V Ã ðRÞ.
The functor Hom R ðÀ; RÞ induces a monoid isomorphism between V ðRÞ ¼ V ðR R Þ and the monoid of isomorphism classes of finitely generated left projective modules V ð R RÞ. This is no longer true for countably generated projective modules so, in general, [14] .
If j : R 1 ! R 2 is a ring morphism then the functor À n R 1 R 2 induces a morphism of monoids with order unit V ðjÞ : V ðR 1 Þ ! V ðR 2 Þ and a morphism of monoids Both morphisms are given by the formula hPi 7 ! hP n R 1 R 2 i. Another useful way to describe these monoid morphisms is describing projective modules via idempotent matrices.
Let P R 1 be a finitely generated projective right R 1 -module. There exist n A N and an idempotent matrix E A M n ðR 1 Þ such that P G ER n 1 , then V ðjÞðhER n 1 iÞ ¼ hM n ðjÞðEÞR n 2 i where M n ðjÞ : M n ðR 1 Þ ! M n ðR 2 Þ is the map defined by M n ðjÞða ij Þ ¼ À jða ij Þ Á . One proceeds similarly with the countably generated projective right R 1 -modules taking instead of finite matrices elements in CFMðR 1 Þ and CFMðR 2 Þ the rings of (countable) column finite matrices with entries in R 1 and R 2 , respectively.
1.1. The semisimple artinian case. Let R be a semisimple artinian ring. Then by the Artin-Wedderburn theorem, there exist k A N, n 1 ; . . . ; n k A N, D 1 ; . . . ; D k division rings, and a ring isomorphism j :
Let ðV 1 ; . . . ; V k Þ be an ordered set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of simple right R-modules such that End R ðV i Þ G D i and, hence,
Since dim j ðhRiÞ ¼ ðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ, taking ðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ as the order unit of N k 0 , dim j becomes an isomorphism of monoids with order unit. We call dim j ðhPiÞ or, by abuse of notation dim j ðPÞ, the dimension vector of the ( finitely generated ) projective module P.
The morphism dim j extends to a monoid morphism dim j : V Ã ðRÞ ! ðN Ã 0 Þ k by setting dim j ðhV ð@ 0 Þ i iÞ ¼ ð0; . . . ; y iÞ ; . . . ; 0Þ for i ¼ 1; . . . ; k. Again, we call dim j ðhPiÞ the dimension vector of the (countably generated ) projective module P.
Throughout the paper it is important to keep in mind how to compute dimension vectors in terms of idempotent matrices. If P is a finitely generated (countably generated) right projective module then dim j ðPÞ ¼ ðx 1 ; . . . ; x k Þ if and only if P G ðE 1 ; . . . ; E k Þ Á F where F is a finitely generated (countably generated) free right R-module and E i are idempotent matrices over
Notice that dim j depends on the ordering of the isomorphism classes of the simple right modules. Therefore when we refer to a dim j function or to dimension vectors we implicitly assume that we have chosen an ordering of the simple modules. If we explicitly state that the semisimple artinian ring R is isomorphic to M n 1 ðD 1 Þ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðD k Þ, for D 1 ; . . . ; D k division rings, then we assume we are choosing an ordered family of representatives of the isomorphism classes of simple right (or left) R-modules ðV 1 ; . . . ; V k Þ such that
To ease the work with the elements in N Ã 0 we shall use the following definitions.
and we refer to this set as the support of x. We also define inf-suppðxÞ ¼ fi A f1; . . . ; kg j x i ¼ yg;
we refer to this set as the infinite support of x.
1.2. Passing modulo the Jacobson radical. First we recall the following well known lemma. Lemma 1.3. Let R be a ring with Jacobson radical JðRÞ. Let P and Q be projective right R-modules.
(i) Assume P and Q are finitely generated. If there exists a projective right R=JðRÞmodule X such that P=PJðRÞ G Q=QJðRÞ l X then there exists a projective right R-module Q 0 such that P G Q l Q 0 and Q 0 =Q 0 JðRÞ G X .
(ii) Assume only that Q is finitely generated. If f : P=PJðRÞ ! Q=QJðRÞ is an onto module homomorphism then Q is isomorphic to a direct summand of P.
If, in the situation of the above lemma, neither P nor Q are finitely generated then even the weaker divisibility property (ii) is lost. It was shown in [20] that it is still true that projective modules isomorphic modulo the Jacobson radical are isomorphic. We recall this fundamental result in the next statement together with a weaker property on lifting pure monomorphisms.
We recall that a right module monomorphism f : M 1 ! M 2 is said to be a pure monomorphism if, for any left module N, f n R N : M 1 n R N ! M 2 n R N remains a monomorphism. For example, if f is a (locally) split monomorphism then it is pure. If f is a monomorphism between two projective modules then f is pure if and only if coker f is a flat module if and only if f is locally split. Theorem 1.4. Let R be any ring, and let P and Q be projective right R-modules.
(i) ( [11] , Proposition 6.1) A module homomorphism f : P ! Q is a pure monomorphism if and only if so is the induced map f : P=PJðRÞ ! Q=QJðRÞ.
(ii) ( [20] , Theorem 2.3) If f : P=PJðRÞ ! Q=QJðRÞ is an isomorphism of right R=JðRÞ-modules then there exists an isomorphism of right R-modules g : P ! Q such that the induced morphism g : P=PJðRÞ ! Q=QJðRÞ coincides with f . Theorem 1.4(ii) allows us to see the monoids V ðRÞ and V Ã ðRÞ as submonoids of V À R=JðRÞ Á and of V Ã À R=JðRÞ Á , respectively. To give the assertion in a more precise way we shall use the following notion (cf. [9] ). Definition 1.5. A submonoid A of a monoid C is said to be a full submonoid of C if for any x A A and any t A C, x þ t A A implies t A A. If f : A ! C is an injective monoid homomorphism and Imð f Þ is a full submonoid of C we say that f is a full embedding.
A full a‰ne monoid is a full submonoid of a finitely generated free commutative monoid, and a full a‰ne embedding of a monoid A is a full embedding of A into a finitely generated free commutative monoid. See Proposition 6.2 for a characterization of full a‰ne submonoids of N k 0 .
We note that in the terminology of [1] a full a‰ne embedding is a pure embedding of monoids. Now we are ready to state the announced result for the monoids of projective modules. Corollary 1.6. Let R be a ring with Jacobson radical JðRÞ, and let p : R ! R=JðRÞ denote the canonical projection. Then:
is a full embedding of monoids with order unit. In particular, the algebraic preorder on V ðpÞ À V ðRÞ Á coincides with the one induced by the algebraic preorder on V À R=JðRÞ Á .
There is an interesting intermediate submonoid between V ðRÞ and V Ã ðRÞ.
Definition 1.7. Let R be a ring. Set W ðRÞ ¼ W ðR R Þ to be the additive monoid of isomorphism classes of countably generated projective right R-modules that are pure submodules of a finitely generated free right R-module. The addition on W ðRÞ is induced by the direct sum of modules.
Analogously, W ð R RÞ is the additive monoid of isomorphism classes of projective left R-modules that are pure submodules of a finitely generated free right R-module.
For example, if R ¼ Cð½0; 1Þ is the ring of real valued continuous functions defined on the interval ½0; 1 then the ideal
is countably generated, projective and pure inside R. Therefore hI i A W ðRÞnV ðRÞ.
If j : R ! S is a ring homomorphism then there is a homomorphism of monoids W ðjÞ : W ðRÞ ! W ðSÞ defined, as usual, by hPi 7 ! hP n R Si.
The notation W ðRÞ is borrowed from the C Ã -algebra world, as we think on W ðRÞ as the discrete analogue of the Cuntz monoid (cf. [6] ).
The following result, which is a consequence of [11] , Theorem 7.1, and Theorem 1.4, describes one way to obtain elements in W ðRÞnV ðRÞ and which is the only one when the ring R is semilocal. Proposition 1.8. Fix n A N. Let R be a ring. Let P 1 , P 2 be finitely generated projective right R=JðRÞ-modules such that À R=JðRÞ Á n G P 1 l P 2 . Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists a projective right R-module P such that P=PJðRÞ G P 1 .
(ii) There exists a pure right submodule M of R n such that M=MJðRÞ G P 1 .
(iii) There exists a projective left R-module Q such that Q=JðRÞQ G Hom R=JðRÞ À P 2 ; R=JðRÞ Á :
When the above statements hold P and Q are countably generated pure submodules of R n , and they are finitely generated if and only if there exists a projective right R-module P 0 such that P 0 =P 0 JðRÞ G P 2 .
Observe that, by Theorem 1.4, the isomorphism class of the module P appearing in Proposition 1.8 is an element of W ðR R Þ and the isomorphism class of Q gives an element of W ð R RÞ. Therefore if P is not finitely generated, hP=PJðRÞi e À R=JðRÞ Á n in W À R=JðRÞ Á but P is not a direct summand of R n . So that, in general, the algebraic preorder on W ðRÞ does not coincide with the order induced by the algebraic preorder on W À R=JðRÞ Á .
We study in more detail the monoid W ðRÞ in [14] . If R is noetherian then, clearly, V ðRÞ ¼ W ðRÞ. Results of Lazard [18] show that this also holds just assuming ascending chain condition on annihilators. Proposition 1.9. Let R be a ring such that, for any n A N, M n ðRÞ has the ascending chain condition on right annihilators of elements. Then a pure submodule of a finitely generated free right R-module is finitely generated and, in particular V ðRÞ ¼ W ðRÞ.
Proof. Combine [18] , Lemme 2(i), with the argument in [10] , Corollary 3.6. r 1.3. Semilocal rings. Let R be a semilocal ring such that
Then there is an induced ring isomorphism j : R=JðRÞ ! M n 1 ðD 1 Þ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðD k Þ, so that we have a dimension function dim j , cf. §1.1. For any countably generated projective right R-module P, set
It was shown in [8] that the full a‰ne property characterizes the monoids A with order unit that can be realized as V ðRÞ of some semilocal ring R. More precisely, if A is a full a‰ne submonoid of N k 0 with order unit ðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ then there exist a semilocal hereditary ring R, D 1 ; . . . ; D k division rings and an onto ring homomorphism j :
Since over a hereditary ring any projective module is a direct sum of finitely generated projective modules, it follows that for a hereditary ring R as above
(see also Corollary 7.9 and Proposition 6.7) where y Á A ¼ fy Á a j a A Ag. Indeed, it is always true that dim j V Ã ðRÞ M A þ y Á A; the other equality holds because full a‰ne submonoids of N k 0 are finitely generated.
Semilocal rings: The noetherian case
We start this section recalling some results on projective modules over noetherian semilocal rings from [21] and adapting them to our purposes. We also state in 2.6 our main characterization theorem.
It is well known that the trace ideal of a projective module is an idempotent ideal. Whitehead in [25] characterized idempotent ideals that are trace ideals of countably generated projective modules. His results yield that in a noetherian ring any idempotent ideal is a trace ideal of a countably generated projective module. In [21] , Příhoda noted that Whitehead's ideas can be extended to prove that if I is an idempotent ideal of a noetherian ring R then any finitely generated projective R=I -module can be extended to a projective Rmodule. For further quotation we state these results.
Proposition 2.1. Let R be a noetherian ring. Then the following statements are equivalent for a two sided ideal I :
There exists a countably generated projective right R-module P such that TrðPÞ ¼ I .
(iii) For any finitely generated projective right R=I -module P 0 there exists a countably generated projective right R-module P such that P=PI G P 0 and I L TrðPÞ.
(iv) There exists a countably generated projective left R-module Q such that TrðQÞ ¼ I .
(v) For any finitely generated projective left R=I -module Q 0 there exists a countably generated projective left R-module Q such that Q=IQ G Q 0 and I L TrðQÞ.
Proof. Combine [25] , Corollary 2.7, with [21] , Lemma 2.6. r Trace ideals of projective modules keep memory of the semisimple factors of the projective module. Lemma 2.2. Let R be a semilocal ring, and let P be a projective right module with trace ideal I . Let V R be a simple right R-module with endomorphism ring D, and let W ¼ Hom D ðV ; DÞ G Hom R À V ; R=JðRÞ Á be its dual simple left R-module. Then the following statement are equivalent:
In particular, if I is also the trace ideal of a left projective module Q then the above statements are also equivalent to the fact that W is a quotient of Q.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is a particular case of [21] , Lemma 3.3. It is clear that (iii) is equivalent to (ii) because, for a semilocal ring, r R ðV Þ ¼ l R ðW Þ is a maximal two-sided ideal of R. Statements (iii) and (iv) are equivalent by the symmetry of (iii). r
). Let R be a noetherian semilocal ring. Let V 1 ; . . . ; V k be an ordered set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of simple right R-modules.
. . . ; W k is an ordered set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of simple left R-modules. Let S be a subset of f1; . . . ; kg. Assume that there exists a countably generated projective right R-module P such that
where n i A N 0 . Then the following statements hold:
(1) There exists a countably generated projective right R-module P 0 such that
(2) Let I be the trace ideal of P 0 . Then P=PI is a finitely generated right R=I -module such that
(3) There exists a countably generated projective left R-module Q such that
Therefore, V Ã ðR R Þ G V Ã ð R RÞ and, fixing j : R ! M n 1 ðD 1 Þ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðD k Þ an onto ring homomorphism with kernel JðRÞ, we obtain that
Proof. ð1Þ The existence of P 0 follows from [21] , Proposition 3.4. The isomorphism P G P l P 0 follows from Theorem 1.4(ii).
Statement ð2Þ is also part of [21] , Proposition 3.4.
By Proposition 2.1, I is also the trace ideal of a projective left R-module M. As M ð@ 0 Þ =JðRÞM ð@ 0 Þ is semisimple and contains all semisimple factors of M it follows from
By ð2Þ, P=PI is a finitely generated R=I -module. Therefore Q ¼ Hom R=I ðP=PI ; R=I Þ is a finitely generated projective left R=I -module such that Q=JðQÞ G L i A f1;...; kgnS W n i i . By Proposition 2.1, there exists a projective left R-module Q 1 such that Q 1 =IQ 1 G Q. Then Q ¼ Q 1 l Q 0 fulfills the requirements of statement ð3Þ and the second half of statement ð4Þ.
Finally, note that the assignment hPi 7 ! hQi induces an isomorphism between
The claim on dim j V ðRÞ follows either from (2) or from combining Proposition 1.8 with Proposition 1.9. r
As a corollary of Theorem 2.3 we note that, in the context of noetherian semilocal rings, the divisibility property of Lemma 1.3(ii) still holds for general projective modules.
Corollary 2.4. Let R be a noetherian semilocal ring. Let P and Q be projective right R-modules such that P=PJðRÞ is isomorphic to a direct summand of Q=QJðRÞ then P is isomorphic to a direct summand of Q.
Proof. Since any projective module is a sum of countably generated projective modules we may assume that P and Q are countably generated [7] , Proposition 2.50.
Let V 1 ; . . . ; V k be an ordered set of representatives of the isomorphism classes of simple right R-modules. Since P=PJðRÞ is a homomorphic image of Q=QJðRÞ there exist S 0 L S L f1; . . . ; kg such that
where n i and m j are in N 0 , and n i À m i A N 0 for any i A f1; . . . ; kgnS.
By Theorem 2.3, there exists a countably generated projective module Q 0 such that
By Corollary 1.6, there exists a finitely generated projective right R=I -module X such that
: By Proposition 2.1, there exists a countably generated
After some amount of work, it will turn out that Proposition 2.1 and Theorem 2.3 contain all the information needed to describe V Ã ðRÞ for R a noetherian semilocal ring.
where l, n f 0. By convention, l or n equal to zero means that either ( * ) or ( ** ) are empty systems.
As we shall recall in Proposition 6.2, any full a‰ne monoid of N k 0 is of the form M X N k 0 where M is a submonoid of ðN Ã 0 Þ k defined by a system of equations. Now we can state our main theorem.
Then the following statements are equivalent:
(1) M is defined by a system of equations.
(2) For any field F there exist a noetherian semilocal F -algebra R, a semisimple F -
. . . ; D k are division rings, and an onto morphism of F -algebras j :
(3) There exist a noetherian semilocal ring R, a semisimple ring
where D 1 ; . . . ; D k are division rings, and an onto ring morphism j :
Remark 2.7. We follow the notation of Definition 2.5. As it is done for full a‰ne monoids in [2] , Exercise 6.4.16, or [1] , Proof of Theorem 2.29, if M L ðN Ã 0 Þ k is defined by a system of equations as in 2.5 then it is isomorphic to the submonoid M 0 of ðN Ã 0 Þ kþn defined by systems of linear diophantine equalities
The isomorphism is given by the assignment
where we make the convention y m i ¼ y.
Therefore it is important to take into account that we are considering our monoids always inside some fixed ðN Ã 0 Þ k or, in the ring context, that we are viewing V Ã ðRÞ as a submonoid of V Ã À R=JðRÞ Á .
The monoid N Ã 0 is not cancellative, therefore the solutions of two systems of equations may coincide over N 0 but be di¤erent when considered over N Ã 0 . We illustrate this phenomena with an easy example. 
Theorem 2.6 shows that, for noetherian semilocal rings, the description of V Ã ðRÞ viewed inside V Ã À R=JðRÞ Á nicely extends the one of V ðRÞ inside V À R=JðRÞ Á (cf. Proposition 6.2). In [14] we give examples showing that the picture for general semilocal rings must be more complicated.
Semilocal principal ideal domains
We recall that a ring R is a principal ideal domain if R is a right and left principal ideal domain, that is, if every right ideal of R has the form aR for some a A R and every left ideal of R has the form Ra for some a A R.
Semilocal principal ideal domains are a source of semilocal noetherian rings such that all projective modules are free. Our aim in this section is to construct semilocal PID's with certain types of semisimple factors.
Let R be a commutative ring. Let k f 1, and let M 1 ; . . . ; M k be di¤erent maximal ideals of R. The localization of R at the set S ¼ RnðM 1 W Á Á Á W M k Þ is a semilocal ring such that modulo its Jacobson radical is isomorphic to R=M 1 Â Á Á Á Â R=M k .
Fuller and Shutters observed in [13] that the same procedure to construct semilocal rings can be extended to, non necessarily commutative, principal ideal domains by using Ore localization. It is well known that if E is a division ring and a is an automorphism then E½x; a has a right and a left division algorithm, hence, it is a principal ideal domain. Proposition 3.2. Let E be a field. Let a : E ! E be a field automorphism of order n with fixed field E a ¼ fa A E j aðaÞ ¼ ag. Then the skew polynomial ring R ¼ E½x; a has a simple factor isomorphic to M n ðE a Þ.
Moreover, if E is infinite then, for any k A N, R has a factor isomorphic to M n ðE a Þ k .
Proof. We may assume that n > 1.
Note the following fact that will be useful throughout the proof: (*) Let pðxÞ ¼ x m þ p 1 x mÀ1 þ Á Á Á þ p m A R be such that p m 3 0. If a A E satisfies that apðxÞ A pðxÞR then a m ðaÞ ¼ a.
As a has order n, the center of R contains (in fact coincides with) E a ½x n . Therefore, for any 0 3 t A E a , the right ideal ðx n À tÞR is two-sided. As R is a right principal ideal do-main, ( * ) yields that ðx n À tÞR is a maximal two-sided ideal, so that R=ðx n À tÞR is a simple artinian ring. We claim that if t ¼ r n for some r A E a then R=ðx n À tÞR G M n ðE a Þ. To prove this we need to find a simple right R=ðx n À tÞR-module such that its endomorphism ring is E a and its dimension over E a is n.
In E a ½x L R we have a decomposition x n À r n ¼ ðx À rÞqðxÞ. As x n À r n is central in R, V ¼ R=ðx À rÞR is a right R=ðx n À r n ÞR-module. It is readily checked that V is a right E-vector space of dimension 1, therefore it is a simple right R=ðx n À r n ÞR-module.
As any pðxÞ A R can be written in a unique way as a þ ðx À rÞqðxÞ for a A E,
and, by Artin's Theorem, ½E : E a ¼ n we deduce that the dimension of V over its endomorphism ring is n as desired.
Now assume that E, and hence E a , is infinite. Fix k A N. Let r 1 ; . . . ; r k A E a be such that r n 1 ; . . . ; r n k are k di¤erent elements. Consider the ring homomorphism F : R ! R=ðx n À r n 1 ÞR Â Á Á Á Â R=ðx n À r n k ÞR defined by F À pðxÞ Á ¼ À pðxÞ þ ðx n À r n 1 ÞR; . . . ; pðxÞ þ ðx n À r n k ÞR Á . By the Chinese remainder Theorem, F is also onto. Therefore, by the first part of the proof, F induces an isomorphism R=Ker F G M n ðE a Þ k . r In Theorem 5.3 we will use the following examples. (i) There exists a semilocal Q-algebra R that is a principal ideal domain such that R=JðRÞ G M n ðQÞ k .
(ii) Let F be any field, and consider the transcendental extension of F , E ¼ F ðt 1 ; . . . ; t n Þ. Let a : E ! E be the automorphism of E that fixes F and satisfies that aðt i Þ ¼ t iþ1 for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n À 1 and aðt n Þ ¼ t 1 . Then there exists a semilocal F -algebra R, that is a principal ideal domain, such that R=JðRÞ G M n ðE a Þ k .
In both cases all projective right or left modules over R are free.
Proof. (i) Let Q L E be a Galois field extension with Galois group G G Z=nZ. Let a : E ! E be a generator of G. By Proposition 3.2, there exists an onto ring homomorphism j : E½x; a ! M n ðQÞ k . By Proposition 3.1, S ¼ fa A R j jðaÞ is invertible in M n ðQÞ k g is a right and left Ore set and ðE½x; aÞ S has the desired properties.
(ii) Proceed as in (i) combining Proposition 3.2 with Proposition 3.1. r
Pullbacks of rings
We shall use ring pullbacks to construct noetherian semilocal rings with prescribed V Ã ðRÞ. In this section we study when ring pullbacks are semilocal and noetherian. We start fixing some notation.
Notation 4.1. Let R 1 , R 2 and S be rings with ring homomorphisms j i : R i ! S, for i ¼ 1; 2. Let R be the pullback of these rings. That is, R fits into the pullback diagram
so that it can be described as
and the maps i 1 and i 2 are just the canonical projections.
A ring homomorphism j : R ! S is said to be local if, for any r A R, jðrÞ is a unit of S if and only if r is a unit of R. The following deep result by Rosa Camps and Warren Dicks (see [4] , Theorem 1, or [7] , Theorem 4.2) characterizes semilocal rings in terms of local morphisms. Proof. Note that if ðr 1 ; r 2 Þ A R L R 1 Â R 2 is a unit of R 1 Â R 2 then its inverse ðr À1 1 ; r À1 2 Þ also satisfies that j 1 ðr À1 1 Þ ¼ j 2 ðr À1 2 Þ. Hence ðr À1 1 ; r À1 2 Þ A R, and we deduce that the inclusion R ! R 1 Â R 2 is a local ring homomorphism. r Lemma 4.4. Let T be a subring of a ring R, and assume that there exists a two-sided ideal I of R such that I L T and that R=I is finitely generated as a left T=I -module. Then:
(i) T R is finitely generated.
(ii) If R and T=I are left noetherian rings then so is T.
Proof. (i) Let x 1 ; . . . ; x n A R be such that x 1 þ I ; . . . ; x n þ I generate R=I as a left T=I -module. Then R ¼ Tx 1 þ Á Á Á þ Tx n þ T Á 1 is finitely generated as a left T-module.
(ii) Let J be a left ideal of T. As IJ is a left ideal of R, it is finitely generated as a left R-module. By (i), it is finitely generated as a left T-module.
The left R-module RJ=IJ is also a finitely generated left R=I -module, hence it is a noetherian left T=I -module. Therefore J=IJ L RJ=IJ is a finitely generated left T=Imodule. Since 0 ! IJ ! J ! J=IJ ! 0 we can conclude that T J is finitely generated. This proves that T is left noetherian. r Proposition 4.5. In the situation of Notation 4.1, assume that j 1 is surjective and that R 2 S is finitely generated. If R i is a left noetherian ring, for i ¼ 1; 2, then R is left noetherian.
Proof. As j 1 is onto, i 2 is also an onto ring homomorphism with kernel I ¼ Ker j 1 Â f0g. Let T ¼ i 1 ðRÞ, and note that Ker j 1 is a two-sided ideal of R 1 that is contained in T. As a first step we shall prove that T is left noetherian and that T R 1 is finitely generated. Observe that T=Ker j 1 F j 2 ðR 2 Þ is left noetherian. In view of Lemma 4.4 we only need to prove that T S G R 1 =Ker j 1 is finitely generated.
By assumption, there exist s 1 ; . . . ; s n A S such that S ¼ P n i¼1 R 2 s i . Fix an element
Ts i , so that T S is finitely generated.
We want to prove that any left ideal of R is finitely generated. Let I be a left ideal of R contained in Ker j 1 Â f0g. Hence I ¼ I 1 Â f0g with I 1 a left ideal of T, as T is left noetherian I is finitely generated. Now, let I be any left ideal of R. Since i 2 is onto and R 2 is left noetherian, i 2 ðI Þ is a left ideal of R 2 , finitely generated by elements r 1 2 ; . . . ; r n 2 A R 2 say. Fix r 1 1 ; . . . ; r n 1 A R 1 such that ðr i 1 ; r i 2 Þ A I . If x A I then there exist y 1 ; . . . ; y n A R such that x À P n i¼1 y i ðr i 1 ; r i 2 Þ A I X ðKer j 1 Â f0gÞ. Therefore I ¼ I X ðKer j 1 Â f0gÞ þ P n i¼1 Rðr i 1 ; r i 2 Þ. By the previous case, I X ðKer j 1 Â f0gÞ is finitely generated, therefore I is finitely generated. r
In the next result we compute the Jacobson radical for some pullbacks of rings. In order to prove the reverse inclusion consider ðr 1 ; r 2 Þ A JðRÞ. Being j 1 onto, i 2 is also onto, hence r 2 A JðR 2 Þ. Since j 1 ðr 1 Þ ¼ j 2 ðr 2 Þ A j 1 À JðR 1 Þ Á , we deduce that r 1 A Ker j 1 þ JðR 1 Þ ¼ JðR 1 Þ. Therefore ðr 1 ; r 2 Þ A J.
Since Ker i 2 ¼ Ker j 1 Â f0g L JðRÞ and i 2 is onto, it immediately follows that the map
where p denotes the canonical projection, induces an isomorphism between R=JðRÞ and R 2 =JðR 2 Þ.
The claim when JðR i Þ ¼ Ker j i follows from the fact that the pullback of zero homomorphisms is the product. r
In the situation of Notation 4.1 and assuming that j 1 is onto, Milnor in [19] characterized the category of projective right (or left) modules over R in the following way: Remark 4.7. We follow Notation 4.1 and we assume that j 1 is onto. Let P be the category with objects the triples MðP 1 ; P 2 ; hÞ where, for i ¼ 1; 2, P i is a projective right R i -module, and h : P 1 n R 1 S ! P 2 n R 2 S is an isomorphism. A morphism f : MðP 1 ; P 2 ; hÞ ! MðQ 1 ; Q 2 ; gÞ in P is defined as a pair f ¼ ð f 1 ; f 2 Þ where, for i ¼ 1; 2, f i : P i ! Q i is a morphism of right R i -modules and gð f 1 n SÞ ¼ ð f 2 n SÞh. Finally we say that an object MðP 1 ; P 2 ; hÞ of P is finitely generated (countably generated) if P 1 and P 2 are finitely generated (countably generated).
If P, Q are projective right modules over R and f : P ! Q is a homomorphism then the assignment P 7 ! MðP n R R 1 ; P n R R 2 ; Id P n SÞ;
defines a functor from the category of projective right R-modules and the category P. Milnor proved [19] , Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, that this functor is an equivalence of categories. He also observed that the equivalence can be restricted to the full subcategories of finitely generated objects, the same proof shows that the equivalence can be also restricted to the full subcategories of countably generated objects.
In general, the category P is not just the pullback of the categories of projective right R i -modules. The next theorem describes a situation where not only this is true, but it also follows that the isomorphism class of a projective right R-module P only depends on the isomorphism class of the projective right R 2 -module P n R R 2 . The result is a combination of Milnor's characterization with Theorem 1.4(ii). Theorem 4.8. In the situation of Notation 4.1, assume that j 1 is an onto ring homomorphism and that Ker j 1 L JðR 1 Þ. Then the assignment P R 7 ! P n R R 2 , where P denotes a projective right R-module, induces monoid isomorphisms
Proof. We shall use Milnor's characterization described in Remark 4.7.
Our hypothesis implies that Ker i 2 L JðR 1 Þ Â f0g and, hence, Ker i 2 L JðRÞ. This allows us to use Theorem 1.4(ii) to deduce that P n R R 2 G Q n R R 2 implies P G Q for any pair of projective right R-modules P, Q. Therefore, V ði 2 Þ and V Ã ði 2 Þ are injective. Then the results [19] , Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3, recalled in Remark 4.7, show that the image of these maps is as claimed in the statement. r Now we state the precise result we will be using in §5. (ii) Let a : dim p V Ã ðR 2 Þ ! ðN Ã 0 Þ l be the monoid homomorphism induced by j 2 . Then
Moreover, if R 1 and R 2 are noetherian, and S is finitely generated, both as a left and as a right j 2 ðR 2 Þ-module, then R is noetherian and
Proof. Statement (i) follows from Lemma 4.6 and Corollary 4.3. Statement (ii) is a consequence of (i) and Theorem 4.8.
The final part of the corollary follows from Proposition 4.5 and the fact that over a noetherian semilocal ring a projective module is finitely generated if and only if it is finitely generated modulo the Jacobson radical (cf. Proposition 1.9 or Theorem 2.3). r
We single out the following particular case of Corollary 4.9.
Corollary 4.10. In the situation of Notation 4.1, for i ¼ 1; 2, assume that j i is onto and Ker j i ¼ JðR i Þ. Assume S ¼ M n 1 ðD 1 Þ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðD k Þ where D 1 ; . . . ; D k are division rings. Then:
(i) i 2 (and i 1 ) induces an onto ring homomorphism i : R ! M n 1 ðD 1 Þ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðD k Þ with kernel JðRÞ.
Noetherian semilocal rings with prescribed V*(R)
Now we have all the elements to construct noetherian semilocal rings with prescribed V Ã ðRÞ and to prove the realization part of Theorem 2.6. We explain the basic constructions in the following two examples.
Example 5.1. Let k; m A N, and let a 1 ; . . . ; a k A N 0 . Assume ðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ A N k is such that a 1 n 1 þ Á Á Á þ a k n k ¼ ml A N. Let F be a field, and let F L F 2 be a field extension such that there exists a semilocal principal ideal domain R 1 , that is also an F -algebra, with R 1 =JðR 1 Þ G M m ðF 2 Þ. Then for any intermediate field F L F 1 L F 2 such that ½F 2 : F 1 < y there exist a noetherian semilocal F -algebra R and an onto morphism of F -algebras j : R ! M n 1 ðF 1 Þ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðF 1 Þ with Ker j ¼ JðRÞ such that dim j V Ã ðRÞ is exactly the set of solutions in ðN Ã 0 Þ k of the congruence a 1 t 1 þ Á Á Á þ a k t k A mN Ã 0 .
Note that dim j ðhRiÞ ¼ ðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ:
Set R 2 ¼ M n 1 ðF 1 Þ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðF 1 Þ, and consider the morphism of F -algebras
where, for i ¼ 1; . . . ; k, a i is the size of the i-th block of the matrix j 2 ðr 1 ; . . . ; r k Þ. Note that À V ðR 2 Þ;
is isomorphic to the monoid N 0 with order unit m Á l and V Ã À M ml ðF 2 Þ Á G ðN 0 Þ Ã . Then j 2 induces the morphism of monoids f :
Let R be the ring defined by the pullback diagram
? ?
x ?
?
Since ½F 2 : F 1 < y we can apply (i) and the final part of Corollary 4.9 to deduce R is a noetherian semilocal F -algebra and that j is an onto morphism of F -algebras with kernel JðRÞ.
Now we compute dim j V Ã ðRÞ using Corollary 4.9(ii). We have chosen R 1 such that
That is, dim j V Ã ðRÞ is exactly the set of solutions in ðN Ã 0 Þ k of the congruence
For any field extension F L F 1 , there exist a noetherian semilocal F -algebra R and an onto morphism of F -algebras j : R ! M n 1 ðF 1 Þ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðF 1 Þ with kernel JðRÞ such that dim j V Ã ðRÞ is the set of solutions in ðN Ã 0 Þ k of the equation
Let R 1 be a noetherian semilocal F -algebra such that R 1 =JðR 1 Þ G F 1 Â F 1 , and all projective modules over R 1 are free. For example, we could take the commutative principal ideal domain
Note that j 2 induces the morphism of monoids f : 
Applying (i) and the final part of Corollary 4.9, we can deduce that R is a noetherian semilocal F -algebra and that j is an onto morphism of F -algebras with kernel JðRÞ. We have chosen R 1 such that dim Note that, in this situation, dim j ðhRiÞ ¼ ðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ:
Proof. Let M be defined by the system of equations,
n; l f 0 and m 1 ; . . . ; m n A N, m i f 2 for any i A f1; . . . ; ng.
Step 1. There exist a field E containing F , a noetherian semilocal F -algebra R 1 and an onto morphism of F -algebras j 1 : R 1 ! M n 1 ðEÞ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðEÞ such that dim j 1 V Ã ðR 1 Þ is the set of solutions in ðN Ã 0 Þ k of the system of congruences ( * ).
If n ¼ 0, that is, if ( * ) is empty we set E ¼ F , R 1 ¼ M n 1 ðEÞ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðEÞ and j 1 ¼ Id. Assume n > 0, therefore we may also assume that all the rows of D are nonzero.
Consider the field extension F L F 0 ¼ F ðt i j j i ¼ 1; . . . ; n; j ¼ 1; . . . ; m i Þ. For each i ¼ 1; . . . ; n consider the automorphism a i of F 0 that fixes F i ¼ F ðt s j j s 3 iÞ L F 0 , maps t i j to t i jþ1 for 1 e j < m i , and maps t i m i to t i 1 . Note that a i has order m i . Let G be the group of permutations of m 1 þ Á Á Á þ m k variables. Then G acts on F 0 . Set E ¼ ðF 0 Þ G , and note that E L F 0 is a finite field extension. By Example 3.3(ii), for each i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, we can construct a principal ideal domain such that modulo the Jacobson radical is isomorphic to M m i À ðF 0 Þ a i Á . By Example 5.1, for i ¼ 1; . . . ; n, there exist a noetherian semilocal F -algebra L i and an onto morphism of Falgebras p i : L i ! M n 1 ðEÞ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðEÞ with kernel JðL i Þ and such that dim p i V Ã ðL i Þ is the set of solutions in ðN Ã 0 Þ k of the i-th congruence in ( * ).
Let R 1 be the pullback of the p i , i ¼ 1; . . . ; n. By Corollary 4.9, R 1 is a noetherian semilocal F -algebra. By Corollary 4.10, there exists an onto morphism of F -algebras j 1 : R 1 ! M n 1 ðEÞ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðEÞ, with kernel JðR 1 Þ, such that dim j 1 V Ã ðR 1 Þ is the monoid of solutions of ( * ). This concludes the proof of the first step.
Step 2. There exist a noetherian semilocal F -algebra R 2 and an onto morphism of Falgebras j 2 : R 2 ! M n 1 ðEÞ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðEÞ such that dim j 2 V Ã ðR 2 Þ is the set of solutions in ðN Ã 0 Þ k of the system of equations ( ** ).
If l ¼ 0, that is, if ( ** ) is empty we set R 2 ¼ M n 1 ðEÞ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðEÞ and j 2 ¼ Id. Assume l > 0. Therefore, we can assume that none of the rows in E 1 and, hence, in E 2 are zero.
By Example 5.2, for i ¼ 1; . . . ; l, there exist a noetherian semilocal F -algebra T i and an onto morphism of F -algebras p i : T i ! M n 1 ðEÞ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðEÞ with kernel JðT i Þ and such that dim p i V Ã ðT i Þ is the set of solutions in ðN Ã 0 Þ k of the i-th equation defined by the matrices E 1 and E 2 .
Let R 2 be the pullback of p i , i ¼ 1; . . . ; l. By Corollary 4.9, R 2 is a noetherian semilocal F -algebra with an onto morphism of F -algebras j 2 : R 2 ! M n 1 ðEÞ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðEÞ with kernel JðR 2 Þ. By Corollary 4.10, dim j 2 V Ã ðR 2 Þ is the set of solutions of ( ** ). This concludes the proof of Step 2.
Finally, set R to be the pullback of j i : R i ! M n 1 ðEÞ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðEÞ, i ¼ 1; 2. By Corollary 4.9, R is a noetherian semilocal F -algebra with an onto morphism of F -algebras j : R ! M n 1 ðEÞ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðEÞ with kernel JðRÞ. By Corollary 4.10, the elements in dim j V Ã ðRÞ are the solutions of ( * ) and ( ** ). r 6. Solving equations in N 0 and in N 0 * : Supports of solutions
In this section we study the supports of elements of a full a‰ne submonoid of N k 0 and the supports of elements of a submonoid of ðN Ã 0 Þ k defined by systems of equations. Our main aim is to show in Proposition 6.7 that if A is a full a‰ne submonoid of N k 0 then A þ y Á A is a submonoid of ðN Ã 0 Þ k defined by a system of equations.
We recall that a full a‰ne monoid is finitely generated.
Next result is quite easy but it is very important to keep in mind, for example, in Definition 7.1. It shows that full a‰ne submonoids are closed by projections over the complementary of supports of elements. By construction B L B 0 . Since the rank of B is also l, there exist d 1 ; . . . ; d l f 1 such that B 0 =B G Z=d 1 Z Â Á Á Á Â Z=d l Z. Equivalently, there exists a basis fv 1 ; . . . ; v l g of B 0 such that fd 1 v 1 ; . . . ; d l v l g is a basis of B. Therefore, an element x A B 0 ,
is in B if and only if, for any i ¼ 1; . . . ; l, a i A d i Z. Since each a i can be written as a Q-linear combination of x 1 ; . . . ; x k , by clearing denominators and eliminating trivial congruences, we deduce that, for any x A B 0 , x A B if and only if it is a solution of In the next proposition we collect the consequences of this discussion. Proposition 6.2 ([2], Exercise 6.4.16, or [1] , Proof of Theorem 2.29). Let k f 1. Let A be a full a‰ne submonoid of N k 0 , and let l be the rank of the group generated by A. Then there exist 0 e n e l, D A M nÂk ðN 0 Þ, E 1 ; E 2 A M ðkÀlÞÂk ðN 0 Þ and m 1 ; . . . ; m n integers strictly bigger than one such that:
For j ¼ 1; 2, let r j i denote the i-th row of E j . Then E 1 and E 2 can be chosen such that,
(iii) There exists d A N such that dA 0 L A. In particular, fI L f1; . . . ; kg j there exists a A A such that suppðaÞ ¼ I g ¼ fI L f1; . . . ; kg j there exists a A A 0 such that suppðaÞ ¼ I g:
Proof. Following with the notation in the remarks before Proposition 6.2, we can write the matrix E ¼ E 1 À E 2 where E 1 and E 2 are in M ðkÀlÞÂk ðN 0 Þ. Clearly, E 1 and E 2 can be chosen in a way such that the i-th row of E 1 has disjoint support with the i-th row of E 2 . Then (i) follows from the fact that A ¼ B X N k 0 .
The rest of the statement is clear. r
Now we prove an auxiliary (and probably known) result that will be useful to determine the supports of positive solutions of linear diophantine equations. Lemma 6.3. Let k f 1, and let V be a subspace of Q k . Then the following statements are equivalent:
Proof. It is clear that (i) and (ii) are equivalent statements and also that (i) implies (iii). We will show that (iii) implies (ii).
The assumption in (iii) is equivalent to say that any element 0 3 v A V has a component strictly bigger than zero and another one strictly smaller than zero. As a first step we show that V ? cannot satisfy this condition.
Assume, by the way of contradiction, that k is the minimal dimension in which the conclusion of (ii) fails. So that there exists V e Q k such that V X N k 0 ¼ V ? X N k 0 ¼ f0g. Note that k and the dimension of V must be strictly bigger than 1.
Let v 1 ; . . . ; v n be a basis of V such that there exists i A suppðv 1 Þnsuppðfv 2 ; . . . ; v n gÞ. Let p : Q k ! Q f1;...; kgnfig denote the canonical projection.
If pðV Þ X N f1;...; kgnfig 0 ¼ f0g then, by the minimality of k, there exists v A Q k such that 0 3 pðvÞ A pðV Þ ? X N f1;...; kgnfig 0 . Since v can be chosen satisfying that i B suppðvÞ, we would get 0 3 v A V ? X N k 0 , a contradiction. Let
...; kgnfig 0
:
Therefore, replacing v 1 by w if necessary, we may assume that 0 3 pðv 1 Þ A N f1;...; kgnfig 0 and that the i-th component of v 1 is < 0. Let Àa be such component.
Let W be the subspace of Q knfig generated by pðv 2 Þ; . . . ; pðv n Þ. Our hypotheses imply that W X N f1;...; kgnfig 0 ¼ f0g. By the minimality of k, there is v A Q k such that 0 3 pðvÞ A W ? X N f1;...; kgnfig 0 . Therefore, as b ¼ hpðvÞ; pðv 1 Þi f 0, picking v such that its i-th component is b=a we find that 0 3 av A V ? X N k 0 , a contradiction. Therefore
Now assume that V is a Q-vector space satisfying (iii). Observe first that suppðV ? Þ ¼ f1; . . . ; kg, since otherwise there would exist i A f1; . . . ; kg such that the i-th component of any element in V ? is zero. Therefore, e i ¼ ð0; . . . ; 0; 1 iÞ ; 0; . . . ; 0Þ A ðV ? Þ ? ¼ V ;
which is a contradiction with the assumption.
Let I ¼ suppðV ? X N k 0 Þ and let J ¼ f1; . . . ; kgnI. We already know that I 3 j and we want to show J ¼ j. Assume, by the way of contradiction, that J 3 j. Set p I : Q k ! Q I and p J : Q k ! Q J to be the canonical projections. Pick x A V ? X N k 0 such that suppðxÞ ¼ I . Then for any v A V ? there exists n A N 0 such that p I ðnx þ vÞ f 0. By the definition of I , this implies that p J ðvÞ ¼ p J ðnx þ vÞ is either zero or it has a component > 0 and another one < 0. Therefore, p J ðV ? Þ X N J 0 ¼ f0g. By the first part of the proof, there exists w A Q k such that 0 3 p J ðwÞ A p J ðV ? Þ ? X N J 0 . Choosing w such that p I ðwÞ ¼ 0, we obtain that 0 3 w A ðV ? Þ ? X N k This contradicts the minimality of the cardinality of Sðv 1 ; . . . ; v s Þ. This finishes the proof of the claim and of the corollary. r
Now we consider the solutions over ðN Ã 0 Þ k . In the next lemma we see how to determine the set of nonempty supports of such monoids (which coincides with the set of infinite supports) for the special kind of systems that appears in Proposition 6.2(i). (i) Let N be the submonoid of ðN Ã 0 Þ k whose elements are the solutions of the system of congruences ( * ). Then, for any i A f1; . . . ; kg, the element ð0; . . . ; 0; y; 0; . . . ; 0Þ A N. (iv) Assume that, for i ¼ 1; . . . ; l, suppðr 1 i Þ X suppðr 2 i Þ ¼ j, and let j 3 I L f1; . . . ; kg then there exists x A M such that suppðxÞ ¼ I if and only if, for any i ¼ 1; . . . ; l, p I ðr 1 i À r 2 2 Þ is either 0 or it has a component > 0 and another one < 0.
Proof. Statement (i) is trivial, and it allows us to prove the rest of the statement just for the monoid M defined by the system of linear diophantine equations ( ** ). To prove statement (iv) assume that suppðr 1 i Þ X suppðr 2 i Þ ¼ j for i ¼ 1; . . . ; l. Let j 3 I L f1; . . . ; kg have the property required in the statement. Let x A ðN Ã 0 Þ k be such that suppðxÞ ¼ inf-suppðxÞ ¼ I. If i A f1; . . . ; lg is such that p I ðr 1 i À r 2 i Þ is zero then 0 ¼ hx; r 1 i i ¼ hx; r 2 i i, if p I ðr 1 i À r 2 i Þ has a positive component and a negative component then y ¼ hx; r 1 i i ¼ hx; r 2 i i. This shows that x satisfies ( ** ), therefore it is an element of M.
To prove the converse, let x A M. By (ii) we may assume that x ¼ y Á x. Let I ¼ suppðxÞ, then one can proceed as in the proof of (ii) and (iii) to show that I has the required property. r Proof. We divide the proof into a couple of steps.
Step 1. Let k f 1, and let A be a full a‰ne submonoid of N k 0 . Then there exists a submonoid M 0 of ðN Ã 0 Þ k defined by a system of equations such that M 0 X N k
By Proposition 6.2, there exist D A M nÂk ðN 0 Þ, E 1 ; E 2 A M lÂk ðN 0 Þ and m 1 ; . . . ; m n A N, m i f 2 for any i A f1; . . . ; ng such that A is the set of elements in N k 0 that satisfy the system
For j ¼ 1; 2, let r j i denote the i-th row of E j . By Proposition 6.2, we can assume that 
, let F j be the matrix whose i-th row is r j lþi . Now, add to the initial system defining A the equations defined by
Let M 0 be the set of solutions in ðN Ã 0 Þ k of the resulting system. The monoid A is still the set of solutions in N k 0 of this new system, so that M 0 X N k 0 ¼ A. By Lemma 6.6(iv), the set of supports of elements of M 0 is exactly Sðv 1 ; . . . ; v s Þ which, by construction, coincides with the set of supports of elements in A. This implies that if x A M 0 then there exists a A A such that y Á x ¼ y Á a. By Lemma 6.6(ii), if x A M 0 then y Á x A M 0 . This finishes the proof of the first step.
Step 2. The monoid M in the statement is defined by a system of equations. L dim j V ðR=JÞ. We claim that dim j V ðR=JÞ ¼ A I . Equivalently, for any finitely generated projective right R=J-module P there exists a countably generated projective right R=J-module P 1 such that P 1 =P 1 J G P. Therefore the claim follows from Proposition 2.1(iii).
Let
By Corollary 1.6, A I ¼ dim j V ðR=JÞ is a full a‰ne submonoid of N f1;...; kgnI 0 . Therefore the monoid M is given by a full a‰ne system of supports. As full a‰ne monoids are finitely generated, M is also finitely generated by Proposition 7.3. r Next example is a consequence of Example 7.5 and Theorem 5.3. We prefer to give a proof just in the monoid context. . .
Assume also that there exists ðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ A M X N k . Then there exists a full a‰ne system of supports Sðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ such that M ¼ MðSÞ. In particular, M is finitely generated.
Proof. By Lemma 6.6, M satisfies conditions (M1) and (M2) in Proposition 7.3. Hence, by Proposition 7.3 and following the notation there, M is given by a system of supports in which S ¼ fI j there exists x A M such that inf-suppðxÞ ¼ I g as a collection of subsets of f1; . . . ; kg and, for any I A S, A I ¼ p I ðMÞ X N f1;...; kgnI 0 . We want to show that, for each I A S, the monoid A I is full a‰ne in N f1;...; kgnI 0 . To this aim we prove that A I is the set of solutions in N f1;...; kgnI 0 of a certain subsystem of the initial one.
Fix I A S. Let D I be the matrix with entries in N 0 obtained from D ¼ ðd ij Þ by first deleting the rows i such that there exists j A I with d ij 3 0, and then deleting in the remaining matrix the j-th column for any j A I . Let us denote K the subset of f1; . . . ; ng indicating which rows of D were deleted and let p K : N Ãn 0 ! N Ãf1;...; ngnK 0 be the canonical projection.
As I A S, for any i A f1; . . . ; lg, either e 1 i; j ¼ 0 ¼ e 2 i; j for all j A I or there are j 1 ; j 2 A I such that e 1 i; j 1 3 0 and e 2 i; j 2 3 0. Let E I 1 and E I 2 be the matrices with entries in N 0 obtained from E 1 ¼ ðe 1 ij Þ and E 2 ¼ ðe 2 ij Þ by first deleting the rows i such that there exists j A I satisfying that e 1 ij is di¤erent from zero; after we also delete to each of the remaining matrices the j-th column for any j A I . . . . ; n k Þ A N k . Let M be a submonoid of ðN Ã 0 Þ k such that ðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ A M. Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) There exists a full a‰ne system of supports Sðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ such that M ¼ MðSÞ.
(ii) The submonoid M is defined by a system of equations.
To easy the proof of the theorem we first prove an auxiliary result. Proof of Theorem 7.7. In view of Example 7.6 we only need to prove that (i) implies (ii).
Let k A N, and let Sðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ be a full a‰ne system of supports. We proceed by induction on jSj. If jSj ¼ 2 then the only sets in S are j and f1; . . . ; kg. So that the only nontrivial full a‰ne semigroup is A j and, for any x A A j nf0g, suppðxÞ ¼ f1; . . . ; kg. By [9] , Example 2.5, this implies that there exists y ¼ ðy 1 ; . . . ; y k Þ A A j such that A j ¼ yN 0 . Therefore MðSÞ ¼ A W fy Á yg. By Proposition 6.7, MðSÞ is defined by a system of equations. Now assume that jSj > 2 and that the statement is true for full a‰ne systems of supports such that the set of supports has smaller cardinality. Let T L S be the set of all minimal elements of Snfjg. Note that, since jSj > 2, no element in T is equal to f1; . . . ; kg. For any I A T we construct the full a‰ne system of supports S I given by Lemma 7.2. As, for each I A T, jS I j < jSj, we know that the monoid M I ðS I Þ is given by a system of equations. Moreover, by Proposition 6.7, M 0 ¼ A j þ fy Á x j x A A j g is a submonoid of ðN Ã 0 Þ k defined by a system of equations.
Let T ¼ fI 1 ; . . . ; I l g. We complete M 0 to a chain M 0 L M 1 L Á Á Á L M l of submonoids of ðN Ã 0 Þ k given by a system of equations, inductively, in the following way: If i < l is such that M i is constructed then M iþ1 is the monoid given by applying Lemma 7.8 to A ¼ M i , I ¼ I iþ1 and B ¼ M I iþ1 ðS I iþ1 Þ. Notice that, following the notation of Lemma 7.8 and by the definition of a system of supports, p I iþ1 ðM i Þ L M I iþ1 ðS I iþ1 Þ, therefore Proof of Theorem 2.6. (1) ) (2) follows from Theorem 5.3. It is clear that (2) ) (3).
Finally, assume ð3Þ. By Example 7.5, M is given by a full a‰ne system of supports. By Theorem 7.7, M is defined by a system of equations, and ð1Þ follows. r
We close the paper characterizing the monoids corresponding to semilocal rings such that any projective right R-module is a direct sum of finitely generated modules. They are precisely the ones arising in Proposition 6.7. Corollary 7.9. Let k A N. Let M be a submonoid of ðN Ã 0 Þ k containing ðn 1 ; . . . ; n k Þ A N k :
Let A ¼ M X N k 0 . Then the following statements are equivalent:
(i) A is a full a‰ne submonoid of N k 0 and M ¼ A þ fy Á a j a A Ag.
(ii) There exists a (noetherian) semilocal ring R such that all projective right R modules are direct sum of finitely generated modules, and an onto morphism j : R ! M n 1 ðD 1 Þ Â Á Á Á Â M n k ðD k Þ with Ker j ¼ JðRÞ;
where D 1 ; . . . ; D k are suitable division rings, satisfying that dim j V Ã ðRÞ ¼ M.
Proof. Assume (i). By Proposition 6.7, M is given by a system of equations. By Theorem 2.6, (ii) holds. Assume (ii). So that R is a, not necessarily noetherian, semilocal ring such that all projective right modules are direct sum of finitely generated ones. By Corollary 1.6, A is a full submonoid of N k 0 . It is clear that A þ fy Á a j a A Ag L M. Let P 1 ; . . . ; P s be a set of representatives of the indecomposable (hence finitely generated) projective right modules. For i ¼ 1; . . . ; s, let a i ¼ dim j ðhP i iÞ. As any projective module is a direct sum of finitely generated projective modules, any x A M satisfies that x ¼ a 1 a 1 þ Á Á Á þ a s a s for some a i A N Ã 0 , hence x A A þ fy Á a j a A Ag. This shows that (i) holds. r
